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We introduce the notion of essential angular derivative for functions , mapping
the open unit disk U holomorphically into itself. After exploring some of its basic
properties, we show how the essential angular derivative of , determines the maxi-
mum growth rate of the Koenigs eigenfunction _ for , when , has an attractive
fixed point in U. Our work answers some questions about growth of Koenigs func-
tions recently posed by Pietro Poggi-Corradini.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let H(U) denote the collection of holomorphic functions on the open
unit disk U in the complex plane. Throughout this paper , denotes an
element of H(U) such that ,(U)U. Each such holomorphic self-map , of
U induces a linear composition operator C, : H(U)  H(U) defined by
C, f =f b ,. Observe that for each positive integer n,
(C,)n=C,[n] ,
where ,[n] represents , b , b } } } b ,, n times. Thus the dynamical properties
of , influence the operator-theoretic properties of C, .
The limiting behavior of the iterate sequence [,[n](z)] for z # U is
described by the following well-known result.
DenjoyWolff Theorem. If , is not an elliptic automorphism of U, then
there is a point | in the closure U& of U such that
|= lim
n  
,[n](z)
for each z # U.
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The point |, called the Denjoy-Wolff point of ,, is also characterized as
follows: if |||<1, then ,(|)=| and |,$(|)|<1; if | # U, then ,(|)=|
and 0<,$(|)1. When |||=1, ,(|) represents the angular (non-tangen-
tial) limit of , at | and ,$(|) represents the angular derivative of , at |.
Basic information about angular derivatives is reviewed in the next section
of this paper.
We define the essential angular derivative of ,, denoted :(,), by
:(,)= lim
n  
(inf [ |(,[n])$(‘)|: ‘ # U])1n,
where |(,[n])$(‘)| should be interpreted as  when the angular derivative
(,[n])$(‘) does not exist. In the following section, we prove that :(,)
always exists (allowing  as a value). In the third section of this paper, we
discuss the following properties of :(,):
v :(,)=,$(|) whenever the DenjoyWolff point | of , lies on U;
v the essential spectral radius re(C,) of C, acting on the classical
Hardy space H2 is greater than or equal to (:(,))&12;
v re(C,)=(:(,))&12 either (1) when ,’s DenjoyWolff point | lies on
U or (2) when |||<1 and , either is analytic on U& or is univalent on U;
v re(C,) exceeds (:(,))&12 for a class of self-maps , that properly
contains the set of inner nonautomorphisms that fix a point in U.
The fourth section of the paper contains our main result (see (1.1)
below), which shows how essential angular derivatives govern the growth
of Koenigs eigenfunctions. Every holomorphic self-map , of U having non-
zero derivative at its DenjoyWolff point | # U has a Koenigs eigenfunction
_ uniquely determined by
_ # H(U), _ b ,=,$(|)_, and _$(|)=1
[8]. Koenigs functions have long played a role in complex dynamics in the
analysis of the behavior of an analytic mapping near an attractive fixed
point (see, e.g., [1, Sect. 6.3]). Here we show how the notion of essential
angular derivative contributes to a more recent line of investigation (see,
e.g., [2; 4, Theorem 3.8; 11; 14; 16, Chap. 6]) that focuses on how the
behavior of the eigenfunction _, in particular its growth near U, is tied to
the function-theoretic properties of , and the operator-theoretic properties
of C, . Interest in the growth of _ is partially motivated by the role _ plays
in determining the spectrum of the composition operator C, when , has
DenjoyWolff point in U. Owing to _’s uniqueness properties established
by Koenigs in [8], the point spectrum of C, acting on a subspace of H(U)
is at most [,$(|)n: n=0, 1, 2, ...]; however, the number ,$(|), for instance,
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will be an eigenvalue of C, if and only if _ belongs to the space on which
C, actsa space usually defined via growth restrictions.
For the remainder of the Introduction, we assume that , has Denjoy
Wolff point | in U, that ,$(|){0, and that _ is the Koenigs function for ,.
In [14], Poggi-Corradini connects the growth of _ to the ‘‘hyperbolic
stricture’’ ’(_) of _ in the following way;
(1&|z| )1p _(z) is uniformly bounded for z # U if p<’(_) ,
and _ fails this growth restriction when p>’(_) (for the definition of ’(_)
see [14], [11], or Section 4 of this paper). Here, we show how the values
of ,’s angular derivatives influence the growth of _, proving
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z| )1p |_(z)|=0 if and only if |,$(|)| p>
1
:(,)
, (1.1)
a result that appears as Theorem 4.4 in Section 4 (where we have taken
|=0). As a consequence, we obtain the following relationship between
:(,) and the hyperbolic stricture ’(_) of _:
’(_)=
log(:(,))
log(1|,$(|)| )
. (1.2)
Formula (1.2) is a generalization of that of [12, Corollary 3.4], which
applies to univalent mappings ,. Our result (1.1) also provides a new proof
that a Koenigs function always belongs to some Bergman space (cf. [14,
Theorem 1.2]) and enables us to answer Question 1.4 raised by Poggi-
Corradini in [14] (see Section 4). Our proof of (1.1) is based on an
analysis of how the angular-derivative values of , influence the rate at
which an orbit [,[n](z)] that starts at a point z near U moves toward the
attractive DenjoyWolff point | # U.
In the final section of this paper we show that the condition
|,$(|)| p(:(,))&1 is necessary but not sufficient for (1&|z| )1p |_(z)| to
be uniformly bounded for z # U; this provides an answer to a question
posed in [14, Remark 4.4]. We conclude the paper by stating two
problems related to our work.
2. THE ESSENTIAL ANGULAR DERIVATIVE
We continue to let , denote a holomorphic mapping taking the open
unit disk U into itself. For ‘ # U, we define ,(‘) to be the angular (non-
tangential) limit of , at ‘ provided the limit is finite. Recall that a function
f defined on U is said to have angular limit L at ‘ provided that whenever
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0<r<1, f (z) approaches L as z approaches ‘ within the ‘‘angular-
approach region’’ consisting of the convex hull of the point ‘ and the disk
[z: |z|<r]. Recall also that each bounded analytic function on U (hence,
in particular ,) has finite angular limit at almost every point of U; see,
e.g., [6, Theorem 1.3].
The function , has finite angular derivative at some ‘ # U provided there
exists a point ’ in U such that
Mlim
z  ‘
,(z)&’
z&‘
(2.1)
exists as a complex number, where Mlim represents the angular limit.
When the limit (2.1) exists, its value is denoted ,$(‘). That ’ is ,(‘) when
the limit of (2.1) is finite constitutes a small part of the content of the
following classical result.
JuliaCarathe odory Theorem. Suppose that , is a holomorphic self-
map of U and ‘ # U. The following are equivalent:
(a) there exists a point ’ in U such that
Mlim
z  ‘
,(z)&’
z&‘
is finite;
(b) both , and ,$ have finite nontangential limits at ‘ and ,(‘)=’ has
modulus 1;
(c) the limit infimum of (1&|,(z)| )(1&|z| ) as z approaches ‘ within
U is finite.
Moreover, when the conditions above hold, the limit in (a), ,$(‘), also equals
Mlimz  ‘ ,$(z), the limit infimum of (c) equals |,$(‘)|, and finally Mlimz  ‘
(1&|,(z)| )(1&|z| )=|,$(‘)|.
The third condition of the JuliaCarathe odory theorem makes it
reasonable to assign the value  to |,$(‘)| when the angular derivative of
, at ‘ fails to exist. Note well that whenever , has radial limit of modulus
less than one at ‘ # U, then |,$(‘)|=.
Recall that in the Introduction, we defined the essential angular
derivative of , by
:(,)= lim
n  
(inf [ |(,[n])$(‘)|: ‘ # U])1n.
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When , is univalent, the existence of the essential angular derivative
follows from, e.g., Theorem 7.31 of [5], a result which identifies (:(,))&12
as the essential spectral radius of C, acting on the classical Hardy space
H2(U) in this case. We now show that the essential angular derivative of
, always exists.
For each positive integer n, let
vn=inf [ |(,[n])$(‘)|: ‘ # U].
An application of the JuliaCarathe odory Theorem yields the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.1. There is a point ‘0 # U such that
v1=|,$(‘0)|=lim inf
|z|  1&
1&|,(z)|
1&|z|
.
For a proof see, e.g, [5, Proposition 2.46].
Proposition 2.2. The sequence [v1nn ] converges to a finite positive
number or properly diverges to .
Proof. If vk is infinite for some k, then it is infinite for all n>k by the
chain rule for angular derivatives (which follows from the Julia
Carathe odory Theorem). Thus, in this case, we have the proper divergence
result. We assume for the remainder of the proof that vn is finite for each n. Let
m and n be arbitrary positive integers and let W be the subset of U on
which the angular derivative function (,[m+n])$ is finite. We have
vm+n=inf [ |(,[m+n])$ (‘)|: ‘ # W]
=inf [ |(,[m])$(,[n](‘))(,[n])$ (‘)|: ‘ # W ]
inf [ |(,[m])$ (‘)|: ‘ # U] inf [ |(,[n])$ (‘)|: ‘ # U]
=vmvn .
Thus the sequence [vn] is supermultiplicative.
If ,(0)=0, then the Schwarz lemma combined with part (c) of the
JuliaCarathe odory theorem shows that |,$(‘)|1 for every ‘ in U. If
,(0){0, then application of result described in the preceding sentence to
(z)=
,(0)&,(z)
1&,(0) ,(z)
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shows that |,$(‘)|(1&|,(0)| )(1+|,(0)| ); thus clearly v1>0. Now, the
supermultiplicative property of [vn] yields
vn(v1)n>0 (2.2)
for each n, so that the limit of [v1nn ], if it exists, will be positive.
Observe that the sequence [wn] defined by wn=log(1vn) for each n is
subadditive:
wm+nwm+wn
for all m and n. Hence [wnn] converges or properly diverges to & (see,
e.g. [15, p. 23, exercise 98]). Exponentiating, we obtain that [v1nn ]
converges to a positive number or properly diverges to , as desired. K
The preceding proposition shows that the essential angular derivative of ,,
:(,)= lim
n  
v1nn ,
always exists (where we allow  as a value). Because the sequence [vn] is
supermultiplicative,
v1(kn)kn v
1n
n
for each positive integer k. It follows that
:(,)=sup[v1nn : n # Z
+], (2.3)
where Z+ denotes the set of positive integers.
We conclude this section with an illustration of the computation of an
essential angular derivative. Let
,(z)=
9+((z))2
10
,
where  is the automorphism of U given by (z)=(z&12)(1&(12)z).
Note that ,(1)=1 and that ,$(1)=35; hence, 1 is the DenjoyWolff point
of ,. The self-map , also has finite angular derivative at&1: note that
,(&1)=1 and ,$(&1)=&115. Because , has radial limit of modulus less
than 1 at all points on U other than \1, we conclude |,$(‘)|= for such
points. The chain rule shows
inf [ |(,[n])$ (‘)|: ‘ # U]=
(35)n&1
15
,
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and hence, :(,)=35, which is the DenjoyWolff derivative ,$(1). In the
next section, we show that :(,) always equals ,$(|) when ,’s Denjoy
Wolff point | lies on U. We also show that :(,) exceeds ,$(|) when
| # U; in fact, we show :(,)>1 in this case.
3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF :(,)
We first establish that if , has its DenjoyWolff point | on the boundary
of U, then the essential angular derivative :(,) equals the DenjoyWolff
derivative ,$(|). Our proof depends upon the following result in which
re(C,) denotes the essential spectral radius of C, on the Hardy space H2(U).
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that , is an arbitrary holomorophic function
mapping the unit disk U into itself. Then
re(C,)(:(,))&12.
Proof. Let K; be the normalized reproducing kernel at ; for the Hilbert
space H2(U). Thus,
K;=
- 1&|;|2
1&; z
, &K;&=1, and ( f, K;) =- 1&|;|2 f (;),
where & }& represents the H 2(U) norm, ( } , } ) represents the H2(U) inner
product, and f denotes an arbitrary H 2(U) function. To obtain the proposi-
tion, we employ a standard argument based on the action of the adjoint C,*
of C, on K; . An easy computation shows
&C,*K;&=- 1&|;| 2 " 11&,(;) z"=
1&|;| 2
1&|,(;)| 2
.
Let S be an arbitrary compact operator on H2(U). We have
&C,&S&=&C,*&S*&
 &(C,*&S*)(K;)&
&C,*K;&&&S*K;&.
Because S* is compact and K; converges weakly to 0 as |;|  1, we obtain
&C,&S&lim sup
|;|  1
&C,*K;&.
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Applying our formula for &C,*K;& and Proposition 2.2, we conclude that
&C,&S&(inf [ |,$(‘)|: ‘ # U])&12. (3.1)
Taking the infimum on the left of 3.1 over all compact operators S, we
obtain
&C, &e(inf [ |,$(‘)|: ‘ # U])&12, (3.2)
where & }&e represents the essential norm. Now apply inequality (3.2) with
, replaced by ,[n], take nth roots, and let n approach  to find
re(C,)(:(,))&12,
as desired. K
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that , has DenjoyWolff point | in U. Then
:(,)=,$(|).
Proof. For each positive integer n,
inf [ |(,[n])$ (‘)|: ‘ # U]|(,[n])$ (|)|=(,$(|))n,
where the final equality holds because | is a fixed point and ,$(|)>0.
Taking nth roots and letting n  , we obtain :(,),$(|).
For the reverse inequality, we apply Proposition 3.1 above and the fact
that since |||=1 the spectral radius r(C,) of C, acting on H2(U) is
(,$(|))&12 (see, e.g., [5, Theorem 3.9]), obtaining
(:(,))&12re(C,)r(C,)=(,$(|))&12. K
We remark that the proof of the preceding proposition shows that
r(C,)=re(C,)=(,$(|))&12 ,
when ,’s DenjoyWolff | point lies on U. This fact is not new (see, e.g,
[2, Lemma 5.2]). The consequence of the proof that is of interest here is
that
re(C,)=(:(,))&12 (3.3)
when the DenjoyWolff point of , has modulus 1. Thus the inequality of
Proposition 3.1 is an equality in this case. What about the case in which
,’s DenjoyWolff point lies in U?
We have already mentioned that when , is univalent (3.3) still holds.
Equality also holds when , is analytic on the closed disk; for in this case,
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there are a positive integer K and a finite set SK /U of fixed points for
,[K] such that
re(C,)=max[[(,[K])$ (‘)]&1(2K): ‘ # SK] (3.4)
(see, for example, [2, Theorem 4.1(b)]). Hence,
[re(C,)]2=(min[(,[K])$ (‘): ‘ # SK])&1K
= lim
n  
(min[(,[nK])$ (‘): ‘ # SK])&1(nK)
(:(,))&1,
where the second equality follows from the fact that each point of SK is
fixed by ,[K]. Now, applying Proposition 3.1, we conclude that when , is
analytic across U and fixes a point in U, we have re(C,)=(:(,))&12;
moreover, there is a point ‘0 in U such that
:(,)=|(,[K])$ (‘0)| 1K. (3.5)
We remark that Corollary 3.6 of [12] shows that :(,) also has the
representation (3.5) when , is univalent.
Equality (3.3) does not hold for all self-maps , of U. The equality fails
for a class of holomorphic self-maps properly containing the set of inner
nonautomorphisms that fix a point in U. We depend on the following.
Proposition 3.3. When , has its DenjoyWolff point in U,
:(,)>1.
The preceding proposition is an ‘‘iterated version’’ of Lemma 7.33 of [5].
We present the proof because the key tool used in it, namely Julia’s
theorem, will play a crucial role in the following section.
For ‘ # U and *>0, let H(‘, *) denote the closed horodisk with
euclidean center ‘(1+*) and euclidean radius *(1+*). Observe that
H(‘, *) is tangent to U at ‘.
Julia’s Theorem. Suppose that , has angular derivative at ‘ # U and
that |,$(‘)|=$. Then
,(H(‘, *))H(,(‘), $*).
For a proof of Julia’s theorem, see, e.g., [16, p. 63].
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. Suppose that ,(0)=0 and that |,$(0)|<1 so
that 0 is the DenjoyWolff point of ,. In order to obtain a contradiction,
suppose that |,$(‘)|1 for some ‘ in the boundary of U and set z0=‘2.
Since the horodisk with diameter extending from z0 to ‘ is mapped under
, into a horodisk with no larger diameter, we must have |,(z0)||z0 |, but
this contradicts the Schwarz lemma. Thus |,$(‘)|>1. Since ‘ is arbitrary
and since v1=inf [ |,$(‘)|: ‘ # U] is attained, we conclude this infimum
exceeds 1. That :(,)>1 now follows from (2.3). Thus we have proved the
proposition when ,(0)=0.
Suppose that ,’s DenjoyWolff point | lies in U"[0]. Set
|(z)=
|&z
1&| z
(3.6)
so that  is a self-inverse automorphism of U. Let {(z)=| b , b | .
Because {’s DenjoyWolff point is 0, the argument of the preceding
paragraph shows that :({)>1. We show :({)=:(,) to complete the proof.
Let M=(1+||| )(1&||| ) be the maximum value of |$| | on U and let
m=(1&||| )(1+||| ) be its minimum. Applying the chain rule for angular
derivatives, we have for each positive integer n
m2 inf [ |(,[n])$ (w(‘))|: ‘ # U]inf [ |({[n])$ (‘)|: ‘ # U]
M2 inf[ |(,[n])$ (w(‘))|: ‘ # U].
Because w is a homeomorphism of U, by taking nth roots and letting
n   we obtain :({)=:(,), completing the proof.
Now we are in a position to present examples of self-maps , for which
re(C, : H2(U)  H 2(U))>
1
- :(,)
.
We require the following easily verified fact: if the continuous linear operator
T on the separable, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H is bounded below,
meaning that
&Th&k&h&
for some k>0 and every h # H, then re(T )k. (For the proof, consider
&(T n+S)(ej)& where S is compact and [ej] is an orthonormal sequence;
since [ej] converges weakly to 0, we obtain &T n&ekn; hence re(T )k.)
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Suppose that , is an inner function fixing the origin and is not a rotation
map. As pointed out in [10, Sect. 1], C, is an isometry in this case and
from the preceding discussion re(C,)=1. However, by Proposition 3.3,
(:(,))&12<1. Now suppose that , is an arbitrary inner non-automorphism
that fixes a point | in U. Since C, is similar (via C| where | is defined
by (3.6)) in this case to an isometry, and since re is preserved under
similarity, we again conclude that re(C,)>(:(,))&12.
Are there noninner functions for which the preceding strict inequality
holds? Yes. Suppose that , is an inner function with no angular derivatives
(see [9] for a construction). Because , is inner, the composition operator
C, is bounded below ([10, Theorem 1]). Now let { be a noninner self-map
for which C{ is bounded below (examples of such functions { may be found
in [3, Sect. 4]); then { b , induces a composition operator that is bounded
below on H2(U) and hence re(C{ b ,) is positive. However, because { b , has
no finite angular derivatives, (:({ b ,))&12=0 in this case.
4. MAXIMUM GROWTH OF THE KOENIGS FUNCTION
In this section, we concentrate exclusively on self-mappings , with
DenjoyWolff point | in U such that ,$(|){0. Our goal is to prove that
the essential angular derivative :(,) governs the growth of the Koenigs
function _ for , as follows:
|,$(|)| p>
1
:(,)
if and only if lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z| )1p |_(z)|=0.
Recall that _ # H(U) is uniquely determined by _ b ,=,$(|)_ and
_$(|)=1. We claim that no generality is lost in assuming that |=0. If
|{0, then replace , with {=| b , b | , where | is the automorphism
of U defined by (3.6). Thus { has DenjoyWolff point 0 and satisfies
{$(0)=,$(|), and, as the proof of Proposition 3.3 shows, :(,)=:({).
Moreover, there is a simple relationship between the Koenigs functions _{
for { and _ for ,:
_=(|||2&1)_{ b | .
(The constant factor ( |||2&1) yields the normalization _$(|)=1.) Finally,
a straightforward calculation shows that (1&|z| )1p |_{(z)|  0 as |z|  1&
if and only if (1&|z| )1p |_(z)|  0 as |z|  1&. (The calculation is facilitated
by replacing (1&|z| ) with (1&|z|2) and by using the identity (1&||(z)|2)=
(1&|||2)(1&|z| 2) |1&| z|&2.) Thus, we shall assume throughout this
section that ,’s DenjoyWolff point | is 0.
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For p>0, let G p denote the collection of analytic functions f on U for
which
sup[(1&|z| )1p | f (z)|: z # U]
is finite, and let g p be the corresponding little-oh space: those f holo-
morphic on U for which
lim
|z|  1&
(1&|z| )1p | f (z)|=0.
The following relationships are easy to verify (and well known):
H p(U)/g p and G p+=/L pa(U)/g
p2, ( p, =>0).
Here H p(U) denotes the Hardy-p space of U consisting of those f # H(U)
for which
sup {|
2?
0
| f (rei%)| p d% : 0r<1=<
and L pa(U) denotes the Bergman-p space of U consisting of those f # H(U)
for which
|
U
| f (z)| pdA(z)<,
where dA represents area measure. For further information about the
spaces G p and g p the reader may consult, e.g., [17].
The integral-mean growth of the Koenigs function _ for , is determined
by the relationship between the size of ,$(0) and re(C,),
_ # H p(U)  |,$(0)| p2>re(C,) (4.1)
(see [2, 13]). When re(C,) equals (:(,))&12 (see the preceding section),
(4.1) and the inclusion H p(U)/g p yield
|,$(0)| p>1:(,) O _ # g p.
We now begin the process of proving that the preceding result holds for
any , and will then show the converse holds as well. Our arguments are
purely function-theoretic, depending on an analysis of how rapidly the
iterate sequence [,[n](z)] converges to 0 for z near U.
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Whenever 0r1<r2 , A(0; r1 ; r2) will denote the annulus [z # C : r1<
|z|<r2].
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that
|,$(0)| p>max{ 1|,$(‘)| : ‘ # U=;
then the Koenigs eigenfunction _ for , belongs to g p.
Proof. Choose q>p so that
|,$(0)|q>max{ 1|,$(‘)| : ‘ # U=. (4.2)
Let m=|,$(0)|&q; note that 1<m and that (4.2) may be rewritten as
m<min[ |,$(‘)|: ‘ # U].
By Proposition 2.1, there is a positive number r<1 such that for each z in
A(0; r; 1),
1&|,(z)|
1&|z|
>m .
Rewriting the preceding inequality, we have
|,(z)|<1&m(1&|z| ) (4.3)
for each z # A(0; r; 1).
Estimate (4.3) will enable us to determine how quickly an iterate
sequence [,[n](z)] with initial term z in the annulus A(0; r; 1) must leave
the annulus on its way toward the origin. Suppose that A(0; r; 1) contains
,[ j](z) for some nonnegative integer j. By Schwarz’s Lemma, the set of
predecessors of ,[ j](z), [,[n](z): 0n< j], is also contained in the
annulus. Thus via repeated application of (4.3), we obtain
r<|,[ j](z)|<1&m j (1&|z| ) .
Thus, when 1&mk(1&|z| )r, we must have |,[k](z)|r. In other words,
|,[k](z)|r whenever k
log((1&r)(1&|z| ))
log(m)
.
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Let C=max[ |_(w)|: |w|r], let z # A(0; r; 1) be arbitrary, and let
#=
log((1&r)(1&|z| ))
log(m)
.
Choose n to be the least positive integer such that n#. We have
|_(z)|=
|_(,[n](z))|
|,$(0)n|
<
C
|,$(0)|
1
|,$(0)| #
( |,[n](z)|r, n&1<#)
=
C
|,$(0)| \
1&r
1&|z|+
1q
(m=|,$(0)|&q) .
Thus _ # Gq and since q>p, we have _ # g p, as desired. K
The preceding theorem applied to ,[n] instead of , shows that if
|,$(0)| p>max{\ 1|(,[n])$ (‘)|+
1n
: ‘ # U= (4.4)
for some positive integer n; then the Koenigs eigenfunction _ for , belongs
to g p. Taking the limit on the right of (4.4) as n  , we obtain the follow-
ing corollary.
Corollary 4.2. If
|,$(0)| p>
1
:(,)
,
then the Koenigs eigenfunction _ for , belongs to g p.
Since :(,)>1 (Proposition 3.3), the condition |,$(0)| p>(:(,))&1 will be
satisfied for sufficiently small p; thus,
v every Koenigs function belongs to g p for sufficiently small p and
hence every Koenigs function belongs to one of the Bergman spaces L pa(U).
That Koenigs maps are always contained in a Bergman space was first
proved by Poggi-Corradini [14, Theorem 1.2].
Now, we turn to the proof of the converse of Corollary 4.2. One may
trace the ancestry of our argument back to the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [4]
in which, given some smoothness hypotheses on ,, Cowen uses ‘‘backward
iterate sequences’’ to obtain information about the growth of _. Such
iterate sequences are used in [2, Theorem 4.7] to obtain sharper growth
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information for _ under the hypothesis that , be analytic on the closed
disk. The methods we employ allow elimination of all smoothness assump-
tions on ,. The key idea is to use Julia’s theorem to obtain a lower bound
on |,[n](z)| in terms of angular derivatives.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that _ # g p for some p>0; then
|,$(0)| p>
1
:(,)
.
Proof. We will suppose that :(,)< for otherwise there is nothing to
prove. Let r be a positive number less than one such that _ has no zeros
on [z: |z|=r], and let M=min[ |_(z)|: |z|=r]; note that M>0. For each
positive integer n, let ‘n # U satisfy
min[ |(,[n])$ (‘)|: ‘ # U]=(,[n])$ (‘n) .
Note that our assumption that :(,) is finite guarantees that (,[n])$ (‘n) is
finite for each positive integer n, and thus, in particular, guarantees that
|,[n](‘n)|=1 for n # Z+. Let n be an arbitrary positive integer and let s‘n
be the radial segment joining the origin to the point ‘n . Since ,[n] maps the
segment s‘n to a curve joining the origin and ,
[n](‘n) # U, there is a point
zn on the segment s‘n such that |,
[n](zn)|=r. Thus, there is a sequence (zn)
of points in U such that |,[n](zn)|=r and zn=|zn | ‘n for each n # Z+.
Observe that the sequence ( |zn | ) must converge to 1, for otherwise it has
a subsequence ( |zkn | ) that is bounded away from 1 and since |,
[kn](zkn)|=r
for all n, this would contradict the fact that (,[n]) converges uniformly to
0 on compact subsets of U.
Once again, fix n # Z+. Observe that zn belongs to the closed horodisk
H(‘n , (1&|zn | )(1+|zn | ). Apply Julia’s theorem to see that
,[n](zn) # H\,[n](‘n), |(,[n])$ (‘n)| 1&|zn |1+|zn | + . (4.5)
Let d denote the diameter of the horodisk in (4.5). We have
|,[n](zn)|1&d
=
1&|(,[n])$ (‘n)|
1&|zn |
1+|zn |
1+|(,[n])$ (‘n)|
1&|zn |
1+|zn |
.
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Hence,
|(,[n])$ (‘n)| \1&|zn |1+|zn |+
1&|,[n](zn)|
1+|,[n](zn)|
=
1&r
1+r
;
from which we obtain
|(,[n])$ (‘n)|
1&r
\1+|zn |1+r +\
1
1&|zn |+>
1
1&|zn |
, (4.6)
the final inequality following from Schwarz’s lemma since |,[n](zn)|=r.
Because _ # g p and ( |zn | ) converges to 1,
lim
n  
(1&|zn | )1p |_(zn)|=0.
Choose N large enough so that whenever nN,
M(1&r)1p
(1&|zn | )1p |_(zn)|
>a>1. (4.7)
Let kN be arbitrary. We have
M|_(,[k](zk))| ( |,[k](zk)|=r)
=|,$(0)|k |_(zk)|
|,$(0)|k
Ma&1(1&r)1p
(1&|zk | )1p
(by (4.7) since kN)
Ma&1|,$(0)|k |(,[k])$ (‘k)| 1p (by (4.6)) .
Hence,
|,$(0)|kp |(,[k])$ (‘k)|a p>1,
and we have
|,$(0)| p>\ 1|(,[k])$(‘k)|+
1k

1
sup[ |(,[n])$ (‘n)| 1n: n # Z+]
=
1
:(,)
,
where we have used (2.3) to obtain the final equality. K
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Combining the preceding theorem with Corollary 4.2, we have the
promised characterization of the maximum growth of _.
Theorem 4.4. The Koenigs function _ for , belongs to g p if and only if
|,$(0)| p>
1
:(,)
.
Example. Let c<1 be positive and let ,(z)=cz2+(1&c)z. Because ,
has finite angular derivative only at the fixed point 1 and ,$(1)=1+c, we
have :(,)=1+c. Applying Theorem 4.4, we see that the Koenigs function
_ for , will belong to g p if and only if
(1&c) p>1(1+c).
For a fixed positive p the preceding inequality will not be satisfied for c
sufficiently close to 1. Thus for each p>0, there are Koenigs functions not
belonging to g p. This result answers Question 1.4 in [14].
We conclude this section by relating :(,) to the notion of hyperbolic
stricture introduced by Poggi-Corradini in [11]. When _ is univalent (or,
equivalently, when , is univalent), the hyperbolic stricture of G :=_(U),
which we will denote ’(_), is given by
’(_)= lim
t  
\G(0, tU)
log(t)
, (4.8)
where \G is the hyperbolic metric on G. That ’(_) exists in (0, ] is
proved in [11] (see Definition 2.1 and Theorem 4.1). The hyperbolic stric-
ture of a sector with angular opening % is ?% (see [11, p. 132]).
In [14], Poggi-Corradini generalizes the notion of hyperbolic stricture,
letting
’(_)= lim
t  
\U (0, _&1(tU ))
log(t)
, (4.9)
for arbitrary (that is, not necessarily univalent) Koenigs functions _. In
[14, Theorem 4.2], Poggi-Corradini proves that ’(_) always exists in
(0, ] and that
’(_)=sup[ p: _ # G p].
Our work shows that sup [ p: _ # G p]=log(:(,))(&log( |,$(0)| ). Hence,
we have the following.
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Corollary 4.5.
’(_)=
log(:(,))
log(1|,$(0)| )
.
5. KOENIGS FUNCTION MEMBERSHIP IN G p
As in the previous section, we assume that , represents an analytic func-
tion on U satisfying ,(0)=0 and 0<|,$(0)|<1. We assume that _ is the
Koenigs eigenfunction for ,. Since G p/gq for every q<p, Theorem 4.3
yields
_ # G p O |,$(0)| p
1
:(,)
. (5.1)
The converse of the preceding statement does not hold.
Example. For z # U, let
_(z)=\ 11&z+ log \
1
1&z+ .
The function _ maps U univalently onto the region pictured in Fig. 1. As
the figure suggests, _ is starlike relative to the origin: one can verify that
R \z_$(z)_(z) +>0
for each z # U. Hence, _ is the Koenigs function for, say, ,=_&1 b (_2).
Clearly, _ belongs to g p for 0<p<1 but does not belong to G1. Hence
log(:(,))(&log( |,$(0)| ))=sup [ p: _ # G p]=1,
or |,$(0)|=1:(,). Thus for this example, the right-hand-side of (5.1) holds
with p=1, yet _  G1.
Example. For z # U, let
_(z)=
z
1&z
so that _ maps U univalently onto the half-plane [z: Rz> &12]. The
function _ is the Koenigs function for, say, ,(z)=z(2&z). Clearly _ # G1
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FIG. 1. The image of _(z)=(1&z)&1 log(1(1&z)) is the region to the right of the
dotted curve.
and :(,)=,$(1)=2. Thus, the right-hand side of (5.1) holds for this
example with p=1 and, for this example, _ is in G1.
The preceding two examples answer the question raised in Remark 4.4 of
[14]: the condition |,$(0)| p=1:(,), which is equivalent to p=’(_),
ensures neither _ # G p nor _  G p. We conclude by stating two open
problems.
v Find a necessary and sufficient condition on , for _ to belong
to G p.
v Find a necessary and sufficient condition for re(C,) to exceed
(:(,))&12.
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